Nano-Chemical Infrared Imaging of Membrane Proteins in Lipid Bilayers
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ABSTRACT: The spectroscopic characterization of biomolecular structures requires nanometer spatial resolution and chemical specificity. We perform full spatio-spectral imaging of dried purple membrane patches purified from Halobacterium salinarum with infrared vibrational scattering-type scanning near-field optical microscopy (s-SNOM). Using near-field spectral phase contrast based on the Amide I resonance of the protein backbone, we identify the protein distribution with 20 nm spatial resolution and few-protein sensitivity. This demonstrates the general applicability of s-SNOM vibrational nanospectroscopy, with potential extension to a wide range of biomolecular systems.

The multiple functions of a cell emerge from the organization and complex interplay of different biomolecules and subcellular organelles on nanometer length scales. In particular, the structure of the cellular plasma membrane is critical to biological systems. While serving as a largely impenetrable barrier, the embedded proteins perform crucial functions for metabolism, signaling, and control of membrane potential. Hence, understanding the spatial distribution and ordering of membrane proteins has been of great interest.1 This highlights the general desire to perform ultra-high spatial resolution imaging combined with optical spectroscopic identification of the chemical identity of cellular constituents.

Photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM),2 stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM),3 and stimulated emission depletion microscopy (STED)4 have been developed to provide nanometer-scale subdiffraction limit imaging. However, chemical specificity can only be obtained through the selective labeling of the species of interest.

In contrast, apertureless near-field microscopy5 directly provides the desired nanometer spatial resolution. Moreover it can be combined with label-free vibrational spectroscopies to yield chemical specificity. In such measurements, a sharp scanning probe tip acts as an optical antenna that spatially confines the incident far-field light to dimensions given by the nanoscale tip apex while simultaneously enhancing emission.6

Chemically specific nanoscale imaging of biological materials has recently been achieved in tip-enhanced Raman scattering (TERS).7,8 However, due to the small Raman cross sections of many characteristic biomolecular systems, routine nano-Raman spectroscopy of biological samples is still challenging.

A promising alternative is infrared vibrational scattering-type scanning near-field optical microscopy9,10 (IR s-SNOM). s-SNOM is based on elastic light scattering, benefits from large molecular bond polarizabilities and yields nanometer spatial resolution. The recent demonstration of its sensitivity to as few as 100 vibrational oscillators or functional groups suggests the feasibility of detecting even single biological macromolecules.11

The amide modes associated with the protein peptide bonds are particularly important biomolecular vibrational resonances. They are only weakly Raman active but strongly IR active and, hence, particularly well suited for IR s-SNOM. The amide modes serve as sensitive reporters of protein structure and environment in a variety of spectroscopic techniques including FTIR correlation,12 ultrafast pump–probe,13 and nonlinear multidimensional spectroscopies.14,15

In this work, we directly identify the distribution and density of the membrane protein bacteriorhodopsin (bR) in dried purple membrane patches purified from Halobacterium salinarum by nanoimaging with chemically sensitive label-free spectroscopic IR s-SNOM. We demonstrate spatio-spectral imaging with 20 nm spatial resolution based on the Amide I vibrational mode of bR. Our high contrast obtained suggests a sensitivity sufficient to detect single bR trimers, which opens up the possibility for label-free and chemically specific single biomolecule spectroscopy.

A schematic of the interferometric s-SNOM setup is shown in Figure 1a. A continuous-wave quantum cascade laser (QCL, Daylight Solutions Inc.) provides IR radiation tunable across ν = 1570 − 1720 cm−1 with a bandwidth <1 cm−1, covering the Amide I mode. As established in most s-SNOM implementations,16 we focus the beam in one arm of the Michelson interferometer with an off-axis parabolic mirror (NA = 0.35, P < 10 mW) onto the apex of the tip of an atomic force microscope (AFM, Analys Instruments). We use Pt-coated cantilevers (Arrow NCPt, NanoWorld AG) with tip apex radius of ~20 nm operating in tapping mode with frequency ωt ≈ 250 kHz. The tip-scattered IR radiation is recombined with the reference field for interferometric heterodyne amplification and detection with a
HgCdTe detector (Kolmar Technologies, KLD-0.25-J1–3/11/DC). In order to isolate the near-field signal, we combine several modulation schemes (see Supporting Information) that provide the background-free near-field amplitude $|A|$ and phase $\phi$, which relate to the complex-valued dielectric function of the Amide I resonance, as discussed below. We acquire raster-scanned s-SNOM images with a lock-in time constant of 10 ms/pixel that yields good near-field signal contrast and avoids sample drift issues.

Purple membrane has been characterized extensively and is simple to prepare in micrometer-scale patches on surfaces. As illustrated in Figure 1b, purple membrane consists of a lipid bilayer with the membrane protein bR, leading to a slight ($\sim1-2$ nm) increased thickness in the protein-rich regions. The bR self-assemblies to form trimer subunits that further crystallize into a hexagonal close-packed structure that can be resolved with subnanometer resolution on atomically flat mica. Using a commercial AFM (Asylum Instruments, Cypher), we image such hexagonal packing$^{22}$ when using standard deposition techniques (Figure S1). However, in order to improve the s-SNOM signal level via enhanced tip-sample polarization, we use template-stripped Au as a substrate. The RMS roughness of $\lesssim$0.4 nm of our Au surface precluded imaging the bR lattice, as expected. We perform the s-SNOM studies at room temperature in air and find the samples to be stable with highly reproducible results and no evident deterioration over the period of a month.

In order to identify purple membrane patches for a detailed nanospectroscopic study, we first perform concurrent large area survey s-SNOM and AFM scans of the sample over regions up to 50 mm in size. Figure 2a shows a $20 \times 8 \mu$m topographic image of the purple membrane sample exhibiting randomly dispersed irregularly shaped membrane patches. Patch height was $\sim$5 nm, consistent with a single membrane bilayer.

The simultaneously recorded s-SNOM signal provides corresponding all-optical nanometer-scale resolution images (Figure 2b–d). The near-field amplitude $|A|$ exhibits contrast between the Au substrate and purple membrane patches (Figure 2b). Contrast in the amplitude of the tip-scattered light arises from a reduced optical polarizability of the membrane relative to the gold substrate. The corresponding near-field phase $\phi$ image exhibits stronger and more specific vibrational contrast under resonant excitation of the Amide I mode at 1667 cm$^{-1}$ (Figure 2c), as will be discussed further below. This phase contrast disappears when the excitation frequency is detuned from resonance (to, e.g., 1620 cm$^{-1}$, as shown in Figure 2d).

For the subsequent detailed high-resolution spatio-spectral imaging, we select two representative bR regions (1 and 2) as indicated in Figure 2. Figure 3a shows a subset of such a spatio-spectral s-SNOM image sequence. This set of images demonstrates the evolution of phase contrast of membrane patch 1, acquired by tuning the optical frequency from $\bar{\nu} = 1580-1708$ cm$^{-1}$. Figure 3b shows a s-SNOM phase spectrum $\phi(\bar{\nu})$ (circles, main panel) obtained from the full sequence of 26 scans at the location indicated by the dashed circle with signal averaged over a region with radius 50 nm. The signal is referenced against the gold surface with flat spectral phase $\phi_{Au}$. The inset shows the corresponding normalized amplitude spectrum $|A|(|\bar{\nu}|)$ (squares). The solid lines correspond to a fit of the imaginary and real parts of a Lorentzian, respectively, with peak position $\bar{\nu}_0 = 1665$ cm$^{-1}$ and line width $\Gamma = 34$ cm$^{-1}$.

Peak position and line width of $\phi(\bar{\nu})$ correspond to resonance frequency and absorption line width and are in good agreement with previous IR absorption measurements of purple membrane. This agreement is due to the near-field spectral phase $\phi(\bar{\nu})$ being approximately equal to the imaginary part of the s-SNOM amplitude $\text{Im}(A(\bar{\nu}))$, which is, in turn, proportional to the imaginary part of the sample dielectric function $\phi(\bar{\nu}) \approx \text{Im}(A(\bar{\nu})) \propto \varepsilon_{1} = 2nk$. This is a good approximation for weakly dispersive oscillators such as the Amide I mode.

We examine patches 1 and 2 (Figure 2) more closely in order to probe the nanoscopic spatial protein composition of individual...
membrane patches. Figure 4 shows the tapping mode AFM topography (a) and corresponding s-SNOM phase and amplitude images (b and c) acquired under resonant Amide I excitation. Similar results are also found for patch 2, shown in Figure S2. The topography exhibits an average thickness of $\sim 5$ nm, as expected. However, the topographic nonuniformity of up to $\sim 1$ nm is larger than that seen for purple membrane on mica and is in excess of the substrate roughness.

The s-SNOM phase image provides direct information on the local protein density. Similar to the topography, the s-SNOM phase image shows significant variation within the membrane patch. Shown in Figure 4d is a correlation plot of amplitude and phase versus topography for each pixel from the images (a–c). The amplitude exhibits the expected decrease in signal with increasing tip-Au separation. In contrast, the phase image shows three distinct regions corresponding to the Au substrate (Au), membrane with low protein concentration (mbr), and membrane with high protein concentration (bR). The inset shows the corresponding spatial location of each region. An overall lower topography and membrane protein concentration are seen at the edges, and a high protein concentration is seen within the membrane, in agreement with observations on mica.

While the interior of the membrane shows an overall high protein concentration, a significant degree of morphological disorder is observed. Several defects in the patches with low topography and expected resulting low bR content can be made out, as specifically illustrated by a line cut taken along the dashed line in a and b (Figure 4e). These morphological defects are well reproduced in subsequent scans (Figure S1c) as further visualized in the correlation plot in Figure 4f. In addition to regions of correlation between low phase and low topography (i, iii, and v), clear anticorrelated regions exist as well, with either reduced thickness yet higher bR concentration (ii), or elevated topography and reduced bR concentration (iv).

This finding suggests the existence of regions with disordered membrane structure (with characteristic reduced topography being intrinsic or substrate roughness induced), with nonetheless contain high bR concentration. Similarly, regions of high membrane or accumulated impurity are observed with reduced bR concentration. These results indicate a direct influence of the Au substrate on bR organization, resulting in a nonuniform
membrane thickness that does not directly correlate with membrane protein concentration.

An analysis of our SNR suggests sensitivity approaching a few bR molecules. We make a conservative estimate of spatial resolution and sensitivity, assuming hexagonal close-packed bR arrangement of ideal purple membranes. Within our measured spatial resolution of ~20 nm and a bR trimer size of 5 nm, the s-SNOM signal from the tip probes ~12 trimers with 253 amide groups per bR molecule. The detected signal is the result of the interference between the near-field and reference field $S \propto \hat{E}_{st} \cdot \hat{E}_{sf}$. Our noise $\sigma$ is dominated by the reference arm laser noise and thus independent of near-field signal levels. With $E_{sf}$ held constant, the SNR is related to the number of oscillators probed $N_{osc}$ by $\text{SNR} \propto \left(E_{sf}/\sigma\right) \propto \left(N_{osc}/\sigma\right)$, with constant $\sigma$. With our measured SNR of ~15, this corresponds to 2–3 bR molecules detectable with SNR = 1. Additional increase in sensitivity may be possible through improved laser and interferometer stability, combined with increased signal averaging time as we demonstrated previously.11

The technique can be extended to biological structures containing different protein species with differing local environments and secondary structure. Structural variations and changes in the local environment result in variations in the spectral profile of the Amide I mode, which can be spatially mapped. Additional more broadly tunable sources could be used in imaging and separation of distinct protein species.

We use dried purple membranes on Au substrates to provide additional signal enhancement. However, IR s-SNOM is compatible with arbitrary surfaces and liquid environments. The expected signal decrease using dielectric substrates (e.g., atomically flat mica) can be compensated by longer measurement times provided by the use of an AFM with lower drift.29 To extend s-SNOM to aqueous environments requires special design in order to minimize IR absorption in liquid and scattering or reflection at material interfaces. Further possibilities include the combination of s-SNOM with chemically sensitive time-domain techniques to probe molecular dynamics and interactions.14,15

Our results demonstrate the use of s-SNOM for the direct nanoimaging of protein concentration in purple membrane patches with few-protein sensitivity. The optical phase contrast, which emerges solely from the resonant excitation of the Amide I vibrational mode of the protein backbone complements conventional AFM topography with the chemical specificity inherent to vibrational nanospectroscopy. While demonstrated here for the case of purple membrane, this implementation can be extended to any biological structure exhibiting a suitable IR-active vibrational resonance.
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